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Name:   Ally Weingarden 
Pronouns:  she/her/hers 
Age:   17 
Hometown:   West Bloomfield, MI 
Years at Tavor:   9 
 
 
Tell us a little bit about yourself:  
I live in the suburbs of Detroit but will be moving to Ann Arbor in the fall to attend the 
University of Michigan. Some of my hobbies include sleeping and running very slowly.  
 
What is your job at Tavor, what will you be doing?  The first session, I will be a 
madricha (counselor)  where I will live with kids and run programming for them. The 
second session, I will be in the mitbach (kitchen) preparing the meals for all of camp.  
 
 
What are you hoping to accomplish this year?  I am hoping to create a meaningful 
summer for the kids. I want to grow close to my campers and be someone that they can 
look up to and confide in. I also want to learn from the other tzevet members about how 
to run the best programming possible and be the best madricha that I can be. Most 
importantly, I hope after a session in the mitbach, I will actually know how to cook.  
 
 
What activity are you most looking forward to sharing with campers? 
I love rikkud (Israeli Dancing) and want to get all of the chanachimot (campers) excited 
about learning new dances and dancing all night on Friday.  
 
How did you first come to/hear about Tavor?   
My mom was looking for a camp for my sister. She found Gesher online and called 
them. Gesher directed her to Tavor where my sister attended and where I have gone to 
camp for years.  
 
What is your favorite memory of camp?   
I loved spending fesh (free time) with my kvutzah in Union Pier, Michigan. During the 
day, we swam in the lake, and at night we all watched the sunset together on the beach  
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What’s your favorite part of camp?  
I love everything about Shabbat including getting dressed up, singing on Shabbat hill, 
Rikkud, and havdallah. 
 
Last but not least,  What movie would be greatly improved if it was made into a 
musical and why? 
I would make 10 Things I Hate About You a musical because Kat Stratford’s music taste 
in every song would be a dream.  
 
 
 


